AMBIGUOUS AMBASSADOR:
SLUT FOR ART
A Visual Dance Theatre Celebration
By Muna Tseng & Ping Chong
Performed by Muna Tseng

"One GORGEOUS moment after another!" — Village Voice

"Muna Tseng cast an OTHER-WORLDLY glow over her audience as she weaves myths, archetypes and dream images into stories." — Chicago Sun-Times

"The poetic imagery was consistently fragile and transitory. Meditative imagery shared space with sexual sporting & spare, wry jokes." — Dance Magazine

LIMITED SEATING!
TWO WEEKS ONLY!
JANUARY 17-27

TICKETS BY PHONE! 476-0541, x1
AND ONLINE AT ZACHSCOTT.COM

"I AM AN INQUISITIVE TRAVELER. A WITNESS OF MY TIME AND AN AMBIGUOUS AMBASSADOR" — TSENG KWONG CHI

Weaving dance, theatre, storytelling and projections of over 300 of Kwong Chi's famed photographs, MUNA TSENGL celebrates the life and love of her acclaimed brother in a superbly touching and surprisingly humorous tribute.
One Man’s Fortune

Stir fry the following ingredients:
An 80’s NYC downtown art world darling
An exceptional Number One Son
A brother without peer
A fortune cut short

Muna Tseng’s brother Kwong Chi, an artistic colleague of Andy Warhol and Keith Haring, is best remembered for his extraordinary self-portrait photography, in which he dressed like Chairman Mao with the world’s best known icons, including the Eiffel Tower, the Pyramids, the White House, the Himalayas, and Mickey Mouse! In this multi-media collaboration with acclaimed theatre artist Ping Chong, Kwong Chi’s wry, pristine photography serves as a backdrop for Muna’s moving and surprisingly humorous homage to art, love, and loss. Winner of NYC’s prestigious Bessie and Obie Awards! Direct from New York to ZACH’S Kleberg Stage as part of our Off-Broadway Series.

www.zachscott.com

ZACH’s OFF-BROADWAY SEASON presents
AMBIGUOUS AMBASSADOR:
SLUT FOR ART
A Visual Dance Theater Celebration by
MUNA TSENG & PING CHONG

ON STAGE JANUARY 17-27

ON STAGE AT Zachary Scott Theatre Center
Riverside Drive & South Lamar

TICKETS BY PHONE: 476-0541, x1
AND ONLINE AT ZACHSCOTT.COM

As seen in Austin’s Festival of Dance, 2001!

PHOTO BY BEATRICE SCHLIER. COVER PHOTO BY STEVE SIGNAL.

Featuring over 300 photos by KWONG CHI in a moving, humorous & uplifting multi-media performance.

Two Weeks Only! January 17-27